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Tracheal extubation in both the critical care and anesthesia setting is not only an important milestone
for patient recovery, but also a procedure that carries a considerable risk of complication or failure.
Mechanical ventilation is associated with significant complications that are time-dependent in nature,
with a longer duration of intubation resulting in a higher incidence of complications, including venti-
lator-associated pneumonia, and increased mortality. Extubation failure and subsequent re-intubation
are associated with an overall increase in the duration of mechanical ventilation, increased mortality, a
greater need for tracheostomy, and higher medical costs. These risks demand that the process of
extubation be managed by practitioners with a detailed understanding of the causes of extubation failure
and the potential complications. A pre-established extubation plan with considerations made for the
possible need for re-intubation is of the utmost importance. Key words: airway exchange catheters; airway
management; difficult airway; extubation; laryngeal mask airway; ventilator weaning; noninvasive ventilation.
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Introduction

Tracheal extubation in either the critical care or anes-
thesia setting is not only an important milestone for patient
recovery, but also a procedure that carries a considerable
risk of complication or failure. Mechanical ventilation is
associated with significant complications that are time-
dependent in nature, with a longer duration of intubation
resulting in a higher incidence of complications, including
ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP), and increased
mortality.1 Extubation is beneficial in that it eliminates the
work of breathing imposed by the endotracheal tube (ETT),
lowers the risk for VAP, improves patient comfort, and
improves airway clearance by allowing for an effective
cough.2 However, extubation failure and subsequent re-
intubation are associated with an overall increase in the
duration of mechanical ventilation, increased mortality, a
greater need for tracheostomy, and higher medical costs.3

Analysis of the American Society of Anesthesiologists
(ASA) Closed Claims database has demonstrated that al-
though outcomes related to airway complications at the
time of intubation have been improving over the last 20 y,
the same does not hold true for extubation.4 Airway man-
agement complications at extubation are not confined to
the United States. As was made evident in the recent Fourth
National Audit Project (NAP4) of the Royal College of
Anesthetists in the United Kingdom, one third of major
complications of airway management occurred at extuba-
tion or in the recovery room, with a mortality rate of 5%.5

Data such as these have led to increased recognition for
the need to develop strategies for safe and successful ex-
tubation. As such, the Difficult Airway Society (DAS)
recently published the first comprehensive guidelines for
management of tracheal extubation in adult perioperative
practice.6 Although not explicitly focused on extubation in
the ICU, the principles outlined in the guidelines are ap-
plicable to extubation in all settings.

Extubation Failure

Successful extubation is dependent on two factors: the
ability to tolerate spontaneous breathing without mechan-
ical ventilatory support and the ability to maintain a patent

airway once the ETT is removed.7,8 Extubation failure is
often defined as the need for re-intubation within 24–72 h
of a planned extubation8; however, this definition does not
differentiate between the two primary types of failure.
Increasingly, therefore, the term extubation failure has been
used to refer to “the inability to tolerate removal of the
translaryngeal tube,”7,8 whereas weaning or liberation fail-
ure is used to refer to the inability to tolerate spontaneous
ventilation without mechanical support.7,9

The incidences of extubation and liberation failure vary
depending on both the clinical setting and patient factors.
In general, re-intubation is relatively uncommon after gen-
eral anesthesia for elective surgery, with reported rates of
0.1–0.45%.7 The most common causes for re-intubation
include respiratory insufficiency, airway obstruction, bron-
chospasm, residual neuromuscular blockade, residual ef-
fects of sedatives/opioids, and aggressive fluid adminis-
tration.7 In the ICU, where patients are mechanically
ventilated as they recover from acute respiratory failure,
re-intubation is predictably more common, with rates of
2–25%.9 Extubation and liberation failure are frequently
linked in the ICU population7 and can be a result of upper
airway obstruction, excess secretions, inability to protect
the airway, concomitant failure of other organ systems, or
an imbalance between the work of breathing and respira-
tory muscle capacity.9 Both in the ICU and after anesthe-
sia, re-intubation after extubation failure usually occurs
within 2 h of extubation and rarely after 24 h.7

Data from the ASA Closed Claims Project and NAP4
indicate that although extubation failure in the immediate
postoperative period is rare, especially for elective sur-
gery, the implications are grave, with higher rates of death
and brain damage than during other phases of anesthe-
sia.4,5,7 The NAP4 report showed a mortality rate of 5%
and a rate of 13% for severe outcomes with extubation
failure related to general anesthesia.5 Likewise, in the crit-
ical care setting, a need for re-intubation is associated with
an increased duration of mechanical ventilation and in-
creased mortality (as high as 50%).8,10 Although some of
this association may be explained by the fact that patients
who require re-intubation are more likely to have comor-
bid conditions that independently increase the risk of mor-
tality, most studies that adjust for severity of illness and
incidence of comorbidities show an independent associa-
tion between extubation failure and mortality.9,11 This may
be explained partly by the adverse outcomes associated
with prolonged mechanical ventilation; however, a recent
study by Thille et al10 suggests that failed extubation or
unplanned extubation is directly linked to a clinical dete-
rioration that might explain the increase in mortality. Ev-
idence suggests that re-intubation due to liberation failure
is associated with worse outcomes and higher mortality
than re-intubation due to extubation failure.7
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The concept of an optimal rate of re-intubation in the
critical care setting has been proposed. Very low rates of
re-intubation suggest that mechanical ventilation is being
continued for an unnecessarily long time, whereas very
high rates indicate that too many patients are extubated
prematurely. This optimal rate of re-intubation is suggested
to be in the range of 5–15%.10,12

Risk Factors for Extubation Failure

In the perioperative setting, a number of factors that
increase the risk of extubation failure have been identified.
The ASA Closed Claims analysis demonstrated that prob-
lems at extubation were more common in patients with
obesity or obstructive sleep apnea (OSA).4 Likewise, in
the NAP4 report, the most common comorbidities associ-
ated with re-intubation after anesthesia included obesity
(46%), COPD (34%), and OSA (13%).5 The DAS extu-
bation guidelines consider the presence of pre-existing air-
way difficulties (eg, difficult initial airway management,
obesity/OSA, and elevated risk for aspiration of gastric
contents), perioperative airway deterioration (anatomical
distortion, edema, or hemorrhage due to surgical or non-
surgical factors), and/or restricted airway access as risk
factors for extubation failure (Table 1).6

Factors associated with an increased risk of extubation
failure in the ICU include advanced age, prolonged dura-
tion of mechanical ventilation, anemia, higher severity of
illness, use of continuous intravenous sedation, need for
transportation outside of the ICU, and unplanned extuba-
tion (Table 2).9 Medical and multidisciplinary patients are

at higher risk for extubation failure than surgical patients.8

In neurosurgical patients, a Glasgow coma score of � 8
has also been shown to be predictive of extubation fail-
ure.13

Regardless of the setting, certain coexisting medical con-
ditions may lead to difficulty at the time of extubation,
including rheumatoid arthritis, OSA, hypoventilation dis-
orders, neuromuscular conditions, and depressed levels of
consciousness (Table 3). General risk factors such as im-
paired respiratory or cardiovascular function, neuromus-
cular impairment, hypothermia, hyperthermia, and meta-
bolic derangements can also complicate extubation.6

Causes of Extubation Failure

Extubation failure is often caused by mechanisms that
affect upper airway patency, including laryngospasm, vo-
cal cord dysfunction, laryngeal edema, airway trauma, and
pharyngeal obstruction. In cases of severe upper airway
obstruction, negative-pressure pulmonary edema can de-

Table 1. Airway Risk Factors From the Difficult Airway Society
Guidelines for Management of Tracheal Extubation

Pre-existing airway difficulties
Difficult mask ventilation at induction
Difficult tracheal intubation at induction
History of difficult airway management
Obesity/obstructive sleep apnea
Increased risk for aspiration of gastric contents

Perioperative airway deterioration
Surgical factors (anatomical distortion, hemorrhage, hematoma,

edema)
Nonsurgical factors (dependent edema due to positioning, airway

trauma from prior airway management, aggressive fluid
management)

Restricted airway access
Halo fixation
Mandibulomaxillary fixation
Surgical implants
Cervical collar
Large head/neck dressings

Adapted from Reference 6.

Table 2. Factors Associated With Increased Risk of Extubation
Failure

Advanced age (� 70 y)
Duration of ventilation before extubation
Anemia (hemoglobin � 10 g/dL, hematocrit � 30)
Severity of illness at time of extubation
Semirecumbent positioning after extubation
Use of continuous intravenous sedation
Need for transportation outside the ICU
Unplanned extubations

Adapted from Reference 9.

Table 3. Medical Conditions Associated With Increased Risk of
Extubation Failure

Obesity and obstructive sleep apnea
Hypoventilation disorders

Obesity hypoventilation syndrome
COPD
Neuromuscular diseases

Head and neck pathology
Head/neck neoplasm
History of head/neck radiation

Pregnancy
Rheumatoid arthritis

Decreased neck mobility
Laryngeal deviation
Cricoarytenoid joint arthritis
Laryngeal rheumatoid nodules

Depressed levels of consciousness

Adapted from Reference 7.
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velop, requiring re-intubation. Other causes include excess
respiratory secretions, inability to protect the airway, car-
diac failure or ischemia, encephalopathy, residual effects
of neuromuscular blockade or sedative medications, and
aspiration.9 Weaning failure that was not present or rec-
ognized before extubation can also present as extubation
failure.9

Laryngospasm

Laryngospasm is a common cause of upper airway ob-
struction after extubation that can lead to extubation fail-
ure. It is an exaggerated, maladaptive manifestation of the
protective glottic closure reflex. It is usually provoked by
glossopharyngeal or vagal stimulation due to airway in-
strumentation or vocal cord irritation (eg, from blood or
vomitus), but can be precipitated by other noxious stimuli
and can persist well after removal of the stimulus. Treat-
ment of laryngospasm includes removal of airway irritants
and, if needed, administration of a small dose (20 mg for
an adult) of succinylcholine followed by re-intubation.14

CPAP with 100% oxygen is commonly cited as a thera-
peutic maneuver, although this may push the aryepiglottic
folds closer together and may actually promote laryngo-
spasm by acting as a mechanical stimulus.15 Bilateral pres-
sure at the laryngospasm notch between the condyle of the
mandible and the mastoid process can be effective in treat-
ing laryngospasm by causing an intense painful stimulus;
this may function to terminate laryngospasm by arousing a
semiconscious patient or by activating autonomic path-
ways.14

Postobstructive Pulmonary Edema

Postobstructive pulmonary edema, also known as neg-
ative-pressure pulmonary edema, may develop in sponta-
neously breathing patients when laryngospasm or other
causes of airway obstruction occur following extubation.
As a result of a forceful inspiratory effort in the setting of
acute airway obstruction, significant negative intrapleural
pressure is generated, leading to engorgement of the pul-
monary vasculature and increased pulmonary capillary
hydrostatic pressure that result in acute development of
pulmonary edema. This condition is seen within minutes
after extubation and usually presents with a decrease in
SpO2

and pink frothy sputum. The incidence of this con-
dition has been estimated to be �1 in 1000 in the postop-
erative period, with young healthy males at increased risk.16

Other etiologies include epiglottitis, croup, foreign airway
body, ETT obstruction, laryngeal tumor, and bilateral vo-
cal cord paralysis.16 Management involves removing the
obstruction, oxygen supplementation, and close monitor-
ing. CPAP may help to expedite resolution of the edema.

In severe cases, re-intubation and mechanical ventilation
may be necessary.16

Vocal Cord Dysfunction

Injury to the vagus nerve or the recurrent laryngeal nerve
(the branch of the vagus nerve that provides motor inner-
vation to the larynx) can cause vocal cord paralysis. This
rare complication most often presents in thyroid, thoracic,
or neck surgeries. Vocal cord dysfunction can also be
caused by cuff pressure from the ETT near the anterior
division of the recurrent laryngeal nerve.17 Unilateral vo-
cal cord paralysis usually presents with uncomplicated
hoarseness, which recovers within weeks. In contrast, bi-
lateral vocal cord paralysis can cause airway obstruction,
requiring immediate re-intubation. Recovery is often de-
layed, and a tracheostomy may be required. Diagnosis can
be confirmed by fiberoptic evaluation.

Paradoxical vocal cord motion is a commonly misdiag-
nosed cause of postoperative stridor. It involves adduction
of the vocal cords during inspiration, leading to inspiratory
stridor and, in severe cases, near-total airway obstruction.
The exact etiology is unknown, but many cases have been
suspected to have a nonorganic psychogenic cause, and
many of the described cases have been in patients with
psychiatric illness. The diagnosis is made by observing
vocal cord adduction during inspiration with indirect or
flexible fiberoptic laryngoscopy. Treatment involves en-
suring adequate oxygenation and ventilation and adminis-
tration of mild sedation with benzodiazepines or opioids
once the diagnosis is confirmed. More invasive treatment
with re-intubation or tracheostomy can be avoided if cor-
rectly diagnosed.18

Laryngeal Edema

Laryngeal edema is an important cause of postextuba-
tion obstruction. This condition has various causes and can
be classified as being supraglottic, retro-arytenoid, or sub-
glottic.19 Supraglottic edema most often occurs as a result
of surgical manipulation, positioning, hematoma forma-
tion, aggressive fluid management, decreased venous drain-
age, prolonged intubation, or coexisting conditions (eg,
pre-eclampsia or angioedema). Subglottic edema is more
often seen in children, particularly infants and neonates.
Factors associated with the development of subglottic
edema in children include tracheal intubation, intubation
for � 1 h, bucking on the ETT, change in head position,
and a tight-fitting ETT. The etiology of retro-arytenoid
edema is less well described, but may be due to local
trauma or irritation. Usually, laryngeal edema presents as
inspiratory stridor within 30–60 min of extubation, al-
though it may occur as late as 6 h following extubation.
Whatever the cause, management depends on the severity
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of the condition and includes humidified oxygen, nebu-
lized racemic epinephrine, and placing the patient in a
head-up position. When severe, laryngeal edema can lead
to extubation failure and require re-intubation.19 Prophy-
lactic steroids have been shown to be effective in prevent-
ing laryngeal edema in patients at high risk for developing
the complication when administered at least 4 h before
extubation.20

Residual Neuromuscular Blockade

Neuromuscular blocking drugs are frequently used dur-
ing general anesthesia to facilitate intubation and optimize
surgical conditions and are occasionally used in the ICU
setting. Residual neuromuscular blockade (also referred to
as postoperative residual curarization [PORC]), defined as
a train-of-four ratio of � 0.9, can manifest as weaning or
extubation failure. Studies in postsurgical subjects have
shown a high incidence of PORC at time of extubation
whether or not reversal with neostigmine was adminis-
tered.21 PORC has been shown to result in impaired pha-
ryngeal function and upper airway obstruction,22,23 as well
as reduction in peak expiratory flow and FVC.24 An in-
crease in postoperative respiratory complications, includ-
ing the need for re-intubation, has been seen in patients
with PORC.25

At a minimum, when neuromuscular blocking drugs are
administered intra-operatively or in the ICU, the use of
qualitative neuromuscular twitch monitoring should be uti-
lized to assess the need for neuromuscular blockade re-
versal. Clinical tests (eg, ability to sustain a 5-s head lift or
ability to sustain masseter muscle strength) and qualitative
neuromuscular monitoring (eg, double-burst stimulation or
sustained tetanic response) have been shown to have low
sensitivity for detecting PORC. In patients at high risk for
extubation failure, the use of quantitative neuromuscular
twitch monitoring to ensure a train-of-four ratio of � 0.9
may be indicated to maximize extubation success.

Preventing Extubation Failure

Evidence that extubation failure leads to increased rates
of complications and death has led to efforts to identify
methods of preventing the need for re-intubation. Although
somestudies have shown that noninvasiveventilation (NIV)
can reduce re-intubation rates,26 most have shown no ben-
efit in avoiding re-intubation when applied to all patients
after extubation or when applied to patients with signs of
postextubation respiratory failure.3,27 NIV may have a role
in preventing extubation failure in certain subsets of pa-
tients, such as those with neuromuscular disease.28

The use of corticosteroids to reduce inflammatory air-
way edema and prevent extubation failure has been stud-
ied extensively.29 The DAS guidelines specify that ste-

roids should be administered as soon as possible in patients
at high risk for airway edema and continued for at least
12 h. A single dose of steroids administered immediately
before extubation is unlikely to be effective.6

Weaning From Mechanical Ventilation

Weaning from ventilatory support is an important pre-
requisite to extubation in critically ill patients. There is a
fundamental difference between extubation after an elec-
tive intubation for a surgical procedure and extubation
after intubation for acute respiratory failure. Weaning gen-
erally refers to the process of assessing for readiness of the
patient to tolerate removal of mechanical ventilatory sup-
port, the performance of spontaneous breathing trials
(SBTs) with minimum to no ventilatory support, and sub-
sequent extubation when SBTs indicate that the patient
will tolerate liberation from the ventilator. It is estimated
that time spent in the weaning process makes up 40–50%
of the entire duration of mechanical ventilation.30 There is
evidence that weaning is frequently delayed, prolonging
the duration of mechanical ventilation and increasing the
risk of its associated complications.30

Weaning should be considered as early as possible to
reduce the incidence of complications related to prolonged
mechanical ventilation.30 This needs to be balanced, how-
ever, against the potential risk of initiating spontaneous
breathing too early.1 Objective weaning parameters have only
moderate predictive capability and do not facilitate wean-
ing.31 For example, the use of the frequency/tidal volume
ratio in the decision to initiate SBTs in one study resulted in
a longer time to wean and similar outcomes,32 suggesting that
there is no advantage to using this parameter to predict read-
iness. The current consensus is that objective weaning pa-
rameters should not be routinely used to determine readiness
to wean. Instead, patients can be considered ready for wean-
ing when there is evidence of clinical improvement of the
original pathologic process that led to acute respiratory fail-
ure, cardiovascular stability with (at most) a minimum re-
quirement for vasopressors, adequate mentation, efforts at
spontaneous ventilation, and adequate oxygenation (defined
as an arterial oxygen saturation of � 90% with FIO2

� 0.4
and PEEP � 8 cm H2O).1,30,33

Once readiness to wean has been determined, an SBT is
performed as a diagnostic test to predict success of venti-
lator liberation. This involves a trial of spontaneous ven-
tilation either with no assistance (through a T-piece) or
with low-level mechanical support (CPAP or pressure sup-
port ventilation [PSV] � 8 cm H2O).1 Multiple studies
have failed to show superiority of one modality over an-
other for SBTs. The rationale for the use of PSV has been
to overcome the resistance of the ETT; however, the upper
airway typically has a higher than normal resistance after
prolonged intubation, so this compensation is typically
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unnecessary.30,34 Automatic tube compensation, a ventila-
tor setting that makes up for the pressure drop across the
ETT, is comparable to low-level PSV or a T-piece.35 The
duration of an SBT should be at least 30 min30; no benefit
is gained from prolonging the duration of an SBT to
120 min.36,37

The rate of weaning failure after an initial SBT has been
reported to be 25–40%.30 Multiple etiologies for weaning
failure have been identified (Table 4). Some subgroups of
patients (such as those with COPD and hypercapnic respi-
ratory failure) are at higher risk for weaning failure.38 For
patients who fail an initial SBT, reversible causes of fail-
ure should be considered.30

A relatively common cause of SBT failure is cardiac
dysfunction. During SBTs, the reduction in intrathoracic
pressure leads to increased venous return and an increased
left ventricular afterload, which can precipitate left ven-
tricular failure and pulmonary edema.39,40 Echocardiogra-
phy and serum brain natriuretic peptide levels have been

used to assess cardiac dysfunction as a cause of weaning
failure.41,42 Strategies for treatment include afterload re-
duction with vasodilators, preload reduction with diuret-
ics, and CPAP.

NIV has been studied as a weaning method with the
potential to decrease the length of invasive mechanical
ventilation. Several studies have demonstrated that, in a
subset of subjects with COPD exacerbation, NIV has a
role in facilitating weaning, shortening the duration of
intubation, decreasing the incidence of VAP, and reducing
mortality in patients who have failed an SBT.27,30,43 In this
setting, NIV can be instituted once a patient meets criteria
for initiating an SBT, has a patent airway, and can clear
secretions.2,44 NIV should not be used as a weaning method
in patients who would be technically difficult to re-intu-
bate.44 Evidence does not support a role for NIV in non-
COPD patients who fail an SBT.44

Decision to Extubate

A limitation of SBTs is that they do not assess airway
patency,45 which must be taken into consideration when
determining which patients are at risk for extubation fail-
ure. Two maneuvers are often performed when determin-
ing the feasibility of extubation. The first is visualization
of the laryngeal inlet before extubation, which can be per-
formed by direct laryngoscopy, indirect/video laryngos-
copy, or flexible fiberoptic laryngoscopy. This practice is
frequently taught as a method to evaluate the airway be-
fore extubation for edema and to assess the feasibility of
re-intubation. Nonetheless, the authors believe this prac-
tice is of limited value. The ETT blocks the laryngosco-
pist’s view of the laryngeal inlet, and the airway anatomy
is deformed by the ETT in situ, leading to an underesti-
mation of the difficulty of re-intubation. No studies have
shown that laryngoscopy before extubation decreases the
incidence of re-intubation.

The second maneuver commonly performed is the cuff-
leak test. A qualitative cuff-leak test is accomplished by
removing a spontaneously ventilating patient from the ven-
tilation circuit, deflating the ETT cuff, and occluding the
end of the ETT with a finger.46,47 If no significant laryn-
geal edema is present, the patient will be able to breathe
around the ETT, as evidenced by auscultation of breath
sounds or by the measurement of exhaled carbon dioxide
from the oral cavity.48 A quantitative cuff-leak test is ac-
complished by comparing the exhaled tidal volumes with
the cuff inflated and deflated while the patient is on vol-
ume control mechanical ventilation. A difference between
the inflated and deflated tidal volumes of at least 10–25%
or 110–130 mL in an adult suggests a low probability of
laryngeal edema.49,50 Higher cutoff values may be useful
in patients with a difficult airway for whom re-intubation
difficulty is expected.7 A meta-analysis of the cuff-leak

Table 4. Causes of Weaning Failure

Respiratory
Increased work of breathing: inappropriate ventilator settings
Reduced compliance: pneumonia (ventilator-acquired), cardiogenic

or noncardiogenic edema, pulmonary fibrosis, pulmonary
hemorrhage, diffuse pulmonary infiltrates

Airway bronchoconstriction
Ventilator-induced diaphragm dysfunction
Increased resistive load

During spontaneous breathing trials: endotracheal tube
Postextubation: glottic edema, increased airway secretions,

sputum retention
Cardiac

Cardiac dysfunction prior to critical illness
Increased cardiac work load leading to myocardial dysfunction:

increased metabolic demand, unresolved sepsis
Neuromuscular

Depressed central drive: metabolic alkalosis, mechanical ventilation,
sedative/hypnotic medications

Central ventilatory command: failure of the neuromuscular
respiratory system

Peripheral dysfunction: primary causes of neuromuscular weakness,
critical illness neuromuscular atrophy

Neuropsychological
Delirium
Anxiety, depression

Metabolic
Metabolic disturbances
Adrenal insufficiency
Hyperglycemia

Nutrition
Overweight
Malnutrition

Anemia

Adapted from Reference 30, with permission.
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test has shown moderate accuracy of the test for predicting
postextubation stridor and low accuracy for predicting the
need for re-intubation.51 In the difficult airway, however,
where the pretest probability of extubation failure is greater,
the cuff-leak test may still provide valuable clinical infor-
mation to assist in the decision of whether to proceed with
extubation.

In the authors’ opinion, a cuff-leak test should be per-
formed on any patient who is considered to be at risk for
extubation failure. Although the presence of a cuff leak
does not necessarily guarantee successful extubation, the
strategic extubation of a difficult airway in the presence of
a cuff leak is reasonable. In the absence of a cuff leak,
controlled extubation over an airway exchange catheter
(AEC) may be considered; however, it may be prudent to
delay extubation if re-intubation is expected to be partic-
ularly difficult, especially if conditions may improve in
time. This must be balanced against the risks of prolonged
mechanical ventilation. Extubation might also be delayed
when the lack of a cuff leak is thought to be due to airway
inflammation as a result of traumatic intubation or upper
airway, maxillofacial, or neck surgery. In these situations,
there is some evidence for the administration of cortico-
steroids at least 4 h before extubation.

Extubation After Elective Intubation

The decision to extubate after an elective intubation for
general anesthesia depends on several additional factors,
including the patient’s preoperative status, the intra-oper-
ative course, and the expected postoperative recovery.
Among the factors that must be considered are the pa-
tient’s intra-operative course (including the procedure
length, type, and location), the patient’s underlying med-
ical conditions (such as lung or heart disease), and the
patient’s current clinical status (eg, fluid balance, hemo-
dynamic stability, level of consciousness, muscle strength,
and temperature). Ventilatory status should be assessed,
and standard criteria for extubation should be met (Table
5). If the patient has had a labile intra-operative course or
problems in any of the above areas, the patient should not

be extubated in the operating room immediately at the end
of surgery, but should be taken to the post-anesthesia care
unit or ICU for further stabilization before extubation.

Extubation of the Difficult Airway

When formulating an extubation plan, it is important to
stratify not only the risk of extubation failure, but also the
feasibility of re-intubation. Therefore, extubation of the
difficult airway requires special consideration. A difficult
airway, as defined in the ASA “Practice Guidelines for
Management of the Difficult Airway,” is “the clinical sit-
uation in which a conventionally trained anesthesiologist
experiences difficulty with face mask ventilation of the
upper airway, difficulty with tracheal intubation, or both.”53

Deciding to extubate a patient with a known or suspected
difficult airway can be problematic. The main goal of
extubating the difficult airway, as any airway, is to avoid
re-intubation, if at all possible. This goal is extremely
important when faced with a difficult airway because re-
intubation is almost always more hazardous. Many condi-
tions associated with difficult mask ventilation and/or in-
tubation may also predispose to a higher risk for failed
extubation. Re-intubation then poses a greater challenge in
the difficult airway. Because of the potential for serious
morbidity related to failed extubation if re-intubation is
not quickly achieved, clinicians need to be armed with
techniques that successfully address the specific challenges
in extubation of the difficult airway and appreciate the
potential complications associated with extubation.

Clearly, if difficulty with mask ventilation or endotra-
cheal intubation is encountered at induction, particular cau-
tion should be exercised at the time of extubation due to
the expected difficulty of re-intubation, if needed. Often,
there is a higher rate of failed extubation in this scenario
due to airway trauma as a result of multiple attempts to
initially secure the airway. Airway edema and swelling
from the multiple attempts can lead to obstruction after
extubation and an inability to adequately ventilate.

On the other hand, there may be no difficulty with the
initial airway management, but because of changes to the
airway that occur due to either surgery or prolonged intu-
bation, difficulty may be encountered at extubation. It is
important to remember that simply because an airway is
initially easy to manage does not mean that airway man-
agement will be easy after completion of surgery. Thy-
roidectomy, carotid endarterectomy, anterior cervical spine
procedures, and maxillofacial surgery are only a few ex-
amples of surgical procedures around the airway that can
lead to a difficult airway at extubation. Prolonged intuba-
tion can result in laryngeal and pharyngeal edema, mac-
roglossia, and laryngeal and tracheobronchial injury, which
may increase the risk for extubation failure and lead to
difficulty with re-intubation, if necessary. Many extuba-

Table 5. Routine Extubation Criteria

Breathing frequency � 30 breaths/min
Maximum inspiratory pressure � �20 cm H2O
Vital capacity � 15 mL/kg
Tidal volume � 6 mL/kg
Hemodynamically stable with no significant inotropic support
Adequate gas exchange (baseline O2 saturation � 93%; no significant

acidosis by arterial blood gas, if applicable)
Adequate neuromuscular block reversal (5-s sustained head lift)

From Reference 52, with permission.
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tion problems associated with surgical procedures involve
postoperative bleeding, nerve damage, or direct tissue
trauma. Caution should be observed with devices placed
near the airway intra- and postoperatively (eg, cervical
collars, maxillomandibular fixation, or large dressings on
the head or neck). These devices may restrict airway ac-
cess and lead to difficulty with re-intubation.

When deciding whether to extubate the patient with a
difficult airway, communication with the surgical and/or
critical care team is essential. It is important that all parties
involved in the patient’s care be made aware of the nature
of the potential airway difficulty, and a clear discussion of
the risks and benefits of extubation versus prolonged in-
tubation should be performed physician-to-physician. Con-
sideration of the patient’s future operative schedule should
also be taken into account; it makes no sense to extubate
a patient with a difficult airway who will be returning the
next morning for follow-up surgery.

Extubation Strategies

Once the decision has been made to extubate, strategies
for a safe extubation can be formulated. The clinician must
understand the various options for extubation and formu-
late a plan of action to regain control of the airway if
extubation fails. Extubation following an elective intuba-
tion for general anesthesia has different considerations com-
pared with extubation following intubation for acute re-
spiratory failure.

The ASA Task Force on Management of the Difficult
Airway recommends consideration of the risks and bene-
fits of an awake extubation versus extubation in a deeply
anesthetized state.53 The so-called deep extubation has been
described in patients with both easy and difficult airways.
Extubation of a patient while in a deep plane of anesthesia
has been widely taught as a means to decrease the risk of
laryngospasm or bronchospasm, but there are no adequate
studies indicating any real benefit from this approach. Al-
though a deep extubation may decrease the risk of cough-
ing and bucking before extubation, the risk of airway ob-
struction due to the effects of deep anesthesia on pharyngeal
muscle tone is significant; therefore, we feel that this prac-
tice should generally be discouraged in the face of a dif-
ficult airway. Awake extubation is the most appropriate
method of removing the ETT in most patients with a dif-
ficult airway. Likewise, in the patient intubated for acute
respiratory failure, recovery from sedation is recommended
before extubation due to the nature of the need for me-
chanical ventilation in this patient population.

In patients considered to be at low risk for extubation
failure, a standard extubation can be performed. This in-
volves preoxygenation with an FIO2

of 1.0, suctioning of
the trachea and oropharynx, and extubation under close

supervision until airway patency and ability to tolerate
extubation are confirmed.

For the patient at risk for extubation failure, particularly
the patient with a difficult airway, one of several alterna-
tive strategies can be utilized, as summarized in the DAS
guidelines.6 These include AEC-assisted extubation, la-
ryngeal mask airway-assisted extubation, and the use of
remifentanil (an intravenous ultrashort-acting opioid).6

Airway Exchange Catheter-Assisted Extubation

The ASA practice guidelines and the DAS guidelines
discuss the use of a stylet-type device or bougie to aid in
re-intubation if extubation fails.6,53 The stylet is inserted
through the ETT, and the ETT is removed over the stylet.
The stylet is left in the airway until the risk of extubation
failure is no longer significant; if re-intubation becomes
necessary, the stylet is used as a guide over which an ETT
is advanced. Many devices have been used in the extuba-
tion of the difficult airway, including bronchoscopes, na-
sogastric tubes, gum elastic bougies, and suction tubes.6

Most of these devices were first described for ETT ex-
change, and many are still used for that purpose.

AECs are long hollow semirigid catheters that are de-
signed for ETT exchange, but they make suitable catheters
for extubation of the difficult airway. There are numerous
manufacturers of these types of catheters, but all are based
on the same principle: a long hollow tube or stylet is
inserted into the in situ ETT to a predetermined depth, the
ETT is removed over the catheter, and the catheter remains
in place to act as a guide for intubation if re-intubation is
necessary, to insufflate oxygen via jet ventilation, or to
intermittently measure end-tidal carbon dioxide from the
trachea. These products come in a variety of sizes and
have different features depending on the manufacturer. A

Fig. 1. Airway exchange catheter. Courtesy Cook Medical.
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frequently used AEC is the Cook AEC (Cook Medical,
Bloomington, Indiana) (Fig. 1).

The recommended size of the Cook AEC for use in
most adult patients is 11 French. This size of AEC is well
tolerated by an awake patient and allows for re-intubation
with ETTs as small as 4.5 mm in inner diameter. Larger
patients can usually accommodate a 14 French AEC, which
will allow for re-intubation with an ETT with an inner
diameter of at least 5.5 mm. If it is known that ETT ex-
change is required (eg, secondary to a ruptured cuff, re-
sulting in a cuff leak), it may be prudent to use the larger
diameter AEC. Smaller AECs can easily be used for the
purpose of possible re-intubation and are usually tolerated
without airway topicalization; if necessary, 2–4% lido-
caine can be instilled through the AEC to increase toler-
ance of the AEC. This maneuver should be performed
while the patient is still anesthetized to minimize cough-
ing. Once placed, AECs should be taped in place to pre-
vent migration or accidental extubation. The AEC should
be well labeled, as it can be easily mistaken for a feeding
tube due to its similar diameter and color (light yellow).

Carinal irritation is a common reason for intolerance
due to discomfort, bronchospasm, and paroxysmal cough-
ing; therefore, proper depth assessment at the time of ex-
tubation is essential. Periodic discussion with the patient
regarding airway concerns is also important, as patient
understanding of the clinical implications of a lost airway
can increase their tolerance threshold.

Cook AECs come with two Rapi-Fit adapters: one with
a 15-mm connector for connection to the anesthesia circuit
or Ambu bag and one with a Luer-Lok connector for jet
ventilation. Before use of an AEC for oxygenation, ven-
tilation, or re-intubation, it is imperative to confirm proper
placement by visualization (with direct or indirect laryn-
goscopy) or by capnography. The catheters have distance
markings to allow proper depth determination. To avoid
barotrauma or bronchial perforation from postcarinal place-
ment, these catheters should be inserted to a depth of
20–22 cm (no more than 25 cm) when used for orotracheal
intubation; when used for nasotracheal intubation, a depth
of 27–30 cm is appropriate. Due to the risk of barotrauma,
oxygen insufflation or jet ventilation should be utilized
only as a life-saving measure and only in the presence of
an unobstructed upper airway.6

When re-intubation over an AEC is attempted, simulta-
neous direct or video laryngoscopy is recommended to
retract the soft tissue and facilitate advancement of the
ETT over the AEC. The smallest effective size of ETT
should be used to minimize impingement of the ETT on
laryngeal structures. Alternatively, the Parker Flex-Tip ETT
(Parker Medical, Englewood, Colorado) is designed with a
soft, curved, anteriorly located bevel, minimizing the gap
between the AEC and the lumen of the ETT and facilitat-
ing smooth passage into the trachea.52

Cook Medical has recently developed a staged extuba-
tion set that is specifically designed for extubation of the
difficult airway (Fig. 2). Currently available in Europe,
Australia, and Canada, it consists of the staged re-intuba-
tion catheter, a 14 French AEC with a blunt soft tip, and a
staged extubation wire (a 0.035-inch flexible wire with a
polymeric coating that provides minimum irritation and
maximum patient comfort while in situ, but with enough
stiffness to provide a reliable track for the re-intubation
catheter).54 The staged extubation wire is advanced through
the ETT before extubation to a predetermined depth. The
ETT is removed while the wire remains secured in place
until the risk of extubation failure has been determined to
be acceptable. In the event that re-intubation becomes nec-
essary, the staged re-intubation catheter is advanced over
the wire, and an ETT is then advanced over the re-intu-
bation catheter.

Laryngeal Mask Airway-Assisted Extubation

Extubation under general anesthesia prevents coughing
and adverse hemodynamic effects at the time of extuba-
tion, which may be undesirable in patients with certain risk
factors (eg, cardiac disease or a reactive airway) or after
specific surgical procedures (eg, neurosurgical or maxill-
ofacial procedures). However, this practice may result in
airway obstruction and the need for airway support ma-
neuvers and, as such, may not be appropriate for the at-risk
extubation. The laryngeal mask airway has a role in facil-
itating extubation under general anesthesia in patients at

Fig. 2. Staged extubation set, which includes a 14 French staged
re-intubation catheter and a 0.035-inch staged extubation wire.
Courtesy Cook Medical.
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high risk for failure by acting as a bridge to successful
extubation. Hemodynamic stress and coughing or bucking
have been shown to be reduced during emergence with a
laryngeal mask airway in place compared to tracheal ex-
tubation in both the awake and deeply anesthetized
states.55,56

Various methods for using the laryngeal mask airway at
extubation have been described.6 Insertion of a laryngeal
mask airway after extubation has been described with both
the LMA Classic and the LMA ProSeal (LMA North Amer-
ica, San Diego, California).6,55 The use of fiberoptic bron-
choscopy in combination with a laryngeal mask airway is
useful in settings in which evaluation of vocal cord func-
tion is an important part of the extubation plan, such as in
complex thyroid surgery.57 A common technique of ETT/
laryngeal mask airway exchange involves first placing the
laryngeal mask airway behind the ETT, a procedure often
termed the Bailey maneuver after Dr PM Bailey.58

Remifentanil Extubation Technique

The use of remifentanil is another technique in the DAS
guidelines to facilitate a difficult extubation.6 A remifen-
tanil infusion at the time of extubation has been shown to
reduce coughing and hemodynamic changes associated
with tracheal extubation.59 Due to the very short half-life
of remifentanil, infusions can be easily titrated to an op-
timal clinical effect, minimizing the risk of coughing (from
too low a dose) and apnea (from too high a dose).6 This
strategy should be considered for patients in whom the
adverse hemodynamic effects and coughing associated with
extubation are undesired, such as patients with significant
cardiac or reactive airway disease, or after certain surgical
procedures.6

Treatment of Extubation Failure

The onset of respiratory distress following extubation
should alert the clinician that the patient is failing extuba-
tion. Hypercapnia, hypoxia, and abdominal breathing are
all signs that re-intubation may be necessary. Severe post-
extubation stridor and an inability to manage secretions
are additional indications for re-intubation.

Patients who fail extubation have an increased mortality
rate compared with patients who are successfully extu-
bated on the first attempt or patients who fail their first
breathing trial but are not extubated.3,60 This suggests that
extubation failure itself independently increases mortality.
Studies have also shown that among patients who require
re-intubation, mortality is higher in patients in whom re-
intubation is delayed. NIV has not been shown to reduce
the rates of re-intubation, and it can increase mortality by
delaying re-intubation.61 Therefore, the evidence suggests

that timely re-intubation in the event of failure is of utmost
importance. Clinicians should be prepared to promptly as-
sess the patient’s response to extubation and act immedi-
ately when it is evident that respiratory failure is immi-
nent.8

Unplanned Extubation

Unplanned extubation is a common event in the ICU in
patients on mechanical ventilation, who frequently require
the need for re-intubation. Unplanned extubation can be
due to the actions of the patient (deliberate) or during
routine nursing and medical care (unintentional).62 Risk
factors for unplanned extubation include low levels of
sedation, trips out of the ICU, male gender, obtaining a
portable chest radiograph, and 1:3 nurse-to-patient ra-
tios.62-64 The use of restraints has not shown to decrease
the incidence of unplanned extubation and, in some stud-
ies, was associated with higher rates of re-intubation.63,65

Patients who experience an unplanned extubation be-
fore weaning criteria are met should be immediately re-
intubated.66 NIV may have a benefit in managing unplanned
extubation in patients who have met weaning criteria and
who are able to manage their secretions.66

Future Research

Future research on extubation should be focused on in-
dividual predictors of extubation failure and development
of techniques to maximize the rate of successful extuba-
tion in patients at high risk for extubation failure. The
various methods of performing the cuff-leak test should be
studied to identify an approach that provides the highest
predictive power. In addition, the specific subsets of pa-
tients in whom the test is of the highest value need to be
elucidated.

Pathophysiologic conditions that contribute to weaning
failure also need to be identified, along with strategies to
facilitate weaning in these patients.30 A specific example
is the need for reliable methods of assessing weaning fail-
ure due to cardiac dysfunction and identification of ther-
apies to improve weaning success in this scenario. The
role of NIV in the process of weaning from ventilatory
support and in prevention of the need for re-intubation
must also be further studied. Current evidence for the role
of NIV in weaning and extubation is equivocal, with some
studies showing a potential benefit with NIV,26 but many
trials showing no advantage when used in unselected pop-
ulations.3,27 Further research may possibly identify patient
subgroups in whom the technique may be of benefit, such
has been shown for patients with COPD exacerbation and
neuromuscular disease.27,28
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Conclusions

Due to the complications associated with prolonged in-
tubation, patients receiving invasive mechanical ventila-
tion should be extubated as expeditiously as possible. How-
ever, the risks associated with extubation failure and re-
intubation demand that the process of extubation be
managed by practitioners with a detailed understanding of
the causes of extubation failure and the potential compli-
cations. A pre-established extubation plan with consider-
ations made for the possible need for re-intubation is of the
utmost importance.
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Discussion

Blank: I appreciate the excellent
talk, Carin. I have a couple comments
and one question. You mentioned re-
sidual neuromuscular blockade. Of
course, the literature really supports
this as a significant cause of respira-
tory morbidity, not only from upper
airway obstruction, but also from fur-
ther decreases in FEV1 and FVC in

patients who have risk factors for that.
Weaning failure can also be attributed
to cardiac causes. Transition to nega-
tive-pressure ventilation is, of course,
associated with pretty significant
changes in cardiac and respiratory in-
teractions. The transition to spontane-
ous ventilation can significantly alter
both ventricular preload and afterload,
especially LV [left ventricular] after-
load. I know there’s literature out there

regarding weaning patients with OSA
[obstructive sleep apnea] and LV dys-
function. I wondered if you had come
across anything in your searches of
the literature on those kinds of con-
siderations.

Hagberg: They really haven’t spe-
cifically addressed that subset of pa-
tients, but now that you mention it,
there’s so much work to be done in
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this area. I know you specialize in car-
diac, right? So this might be a great
study for you to do at your institution.

Blank: I’ve been trying to talk Ste-
phen [Collins] into it.

Hagberg: We really do need more
research. So often it’s anecdotal or
what practice has been. I would en-
courage you and your younger col-
league to think about coming up with
a protocol for these more problematic
patients. You know, as I said, the ASA
[American Society of Anesthesiolo-
gists] guidelines1 are really just guide-
lines; it’s not an algorithmic approach
or specifically related to these types
of patients. I really think that now that
the DAS [Difficult Airway Society]
guidelines2 have gone to an algorith-
mic approach, the ASA will be look-
ing at that, too, which I encourage.

Hess: I think there’s a lot of confu-
sion around cuff-leak tests and how
to do them. For example, in the ICU,
I’ve never seen the cuff-leak test done
as I know you do in the OR [operating
room], where you let the cuff down
and you put your thumb over the end
of the tube. What we do in the ICU is
apply positive pressure to the trachea,
let the cuff down, and then try to qual-
itatively or quantitatively assess the
amount of leak. I think it would be of
great service to the critical care com-
munity if we had a standardized way
of doing this, and not only a standard-
ized way of doing it, but a true indi-
cation of when we should do it be-
cause the value of the cuff-leak test is
lost if you do it on everybody: there
are too many false positives and false
negatives. In patients who are at risk,
it may have a place.

Hagberg: You’re absolutely right.
There’s not a good standardized meth-
od; it’s not uniform. There is a need
for that. So it’s interesting that we’re
discussing areas where there is further
work to be done, and it seems to be
going toward more standardization. In

all our practice, things are becoming
more standardized; there’s just less
room for error. So you’re absolutely
right; this is a problem, and we need
to get better at it.

Hess: I find it intriguing that, in your
view from the OR, you would extu-
bate someone to an LMA [laryngeal
mask airway]. I’ve never seen that
done. In the ICU, our approach would
be to extubate somebody to NIV [non-
invasive ventilation]. I find it intrigu-
ing that you have a patient who’s mor-
bidly obese and who, no question,
needs CPAP, and you put in an LMA
to provide CPAP. In the ICU, I would
apply a nasal or oronasal mask and do
CPAP that way.

Hagberg: I think one of the advan-
tages for LMA is easy access for re-
intubation. So we do tend to use it
with fiberoptic visualization of the vo-
cal cords when we remove it, and then
it’s easy to re-insert and re-intubate, if
necessary. So if you need immediate
re-intubation, that’s a little different. I
think that’s where it really comes into
play. Some patients do well with it
because it stents the adipose tissue
open. Usually, the tongue can fall back
and cause obstruction, but sitting the
patient up with that LMA in really
keeps the adipose tissue a little bit
more open, and the patients tolerate it
very well. But we haven’t performed
a study looking at those with versus
those without and complications and
re-intubation rates.

Hess: A common reason why we do
not extubate patients in the ICU is con-
trol of secretions. It’s not clear to me
how the LMA might help.

Hagberg: Again, it’s more about vi-
sualization as you remove a tube, so
as you’re bringing the tube out, you
get to see if there are secretions accu-
mulating and so forth. What the LMA
tends to do is keep secretions from
getting down to the glottis. When we
remove the LMA, we often don’t de-

flate it, bringing the secretions out as
we’re coming out with the device.

Hess: In patients where we’re debat-
ing whether to extubate or not, per-
haps we should try that.

Hagberg: Yes, put the LMA behind
it. In the OR, the exchange I showed
was a craniotomy, where you don’t
want a lot of coughing or bucking on
the tube. So we end up getting them
breathing on the tube, remove the tube,
and you can do a deep extubation or
awake extubation and leave the LMA
in place, either way. Sometimes with
patients after thyroid surgery, we want
to look at the function of the vocal
cords, so we’ll perform staged extu-
bation using the LMA as a bridge. Re-
garding the LMA, you can apply CPAP
just as you can with other devices, but
I think the ability to easily re-intubate
is significant, as well as preventing
secretions from going forward, possi-
bly causing laryngospasm.

Ramachandran: A couple com-
ments about OSA and NIV. A study
showed that use of Boussignac CPAP
in morbidly obese patients helps pre-
vent significant desaturation after ex-
tubation if applied immediately after
extubation with a face mask. Mokhlesi
et al in the last few months have shown
some interesting data for sleep apne-
ics; risk of re-intubation is 3–5 times
greater than with non-sleep apneics us-
ing the Nationwide Inpatient Sample.
They showed that their mortality rates
are significantly lower than those pa-
tients who developed respiratory fail-
ure without SDB [sleep-disordered
breathing], and the cost of care is also
lower.This is really surprising.So their
acute need for postoperative airway
intervention is increased, but their
overall respiratory risk is actually
lower. So I think the sleep apnea story
is a little nuanced; I don’t think it’s as
simple as we think it is. Finally, I did
a retrospective analysis3 on more than
1,000 cases. We observed 8 instances
of pneumothoraces; I wasn’t expect-
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ing that when I reviewed our cases.
We also had a very high failure rate
of tube exchange in the scenarios you
described. The failure rate of re-intu-
bation was close to 10% overall for
tube change, particularly with the dou-
ble-lumen tube, but in patients in
whom we left it for various periods of
time after surgery, the failure rate for
re-intubation was 20% in our popula-
tion. You did mention the cautions in
the use of airway exchange catheters,
and I think there are some patient
safety considerations as well that are
probably paramount.

Hagberg: Definitely before you use
an airway exchange catheter either for
re-intubation or for oxygenation, you
should confirm that you are indeed in
the trachea. That’s one of the most
important items to remember in its
use, so you’ll have more chance of
success. I don’t know if you mentioned
in your study that when you’re going
to use it for re-intubation or oxygen-
ation/ventilation, that you confirm its
proper placement. I think that’s one of
the most important things to ascertain:
its depth of placement and also proper
placement in the trachea. A lot of
times, they’re inadvertently removed
or in the wrong place. There are re-
ports of gastric rupture with use of O2

insufflation through this device, even
just a little bit of O2. I tend to not use
it for oxygenation unless I absolutely
need it for ventilation. I think you’re
absolutely right; jet ventilation in and
of itself is a tricky technique. Most
of us in this room don’t do this every
day, and it’s fraught with complica-
tions. The provider needs to know what
they’re doing, if it’s the right patient,
and do you have the right equipment,
a lot of different things to consider
with more invasive techniques.

Ramachandran: The outer diameter
in the Cook air exchange catheter and
ETT [endotracheal tube] could be one
of the reasons why re-intubation is dif-
ficult. A patient in respiratory distress

is going to be less likely to accept a
mouth-fitting tube in that scenario.

Hagberg: One thing that I really rec-
ommend when using these airway ex-
change catheters is that you perform
laryngoscopy while you’re doing the
procedure. I had one just yesterday: a
very difficult airway, it turned out. We
ended up using the McGrath video
laryngoscope to visualize the glottis
since we saw a grade 3 view with DL
[direct laryngoscopy]. The VL [video
laryngoscope] just kept the tongue out
of the way during the exchange be-
cause we first put a single lumen in
and then changed it over to the dou-
ble-lumen tube. I think it’s a very good
point to use laryngoscopy, either di-
rect or video, as you’re bringing a tube
over a tube changer.

Blank: I wanted to ask Krish [Ram-
achandran], Carin, or any of the other
panelists: have you used the newer
Cook flexible tip exchanger?

Hagberg: I performed the previ-
ously mentioned exchange with that
one because it’s extra firm and longer.
At first we tried the pediatric one be-
cause it was in the room, but it didn’t
work. I used the extra firm with the
McGrath angulated blade, and that
combination worked well.

Blank: Are there any objective data
suggesting that it’s safer regarding the
incidence of pneumothoraces you re-
ferred to?

Ramachandran: We haven’ t
changed our supply. I think it does
have to do with the point that Dr Hag-
berg was making, which is that it’s
difficult to make sure you’re main-
taining the depth. It’s very difficult.
The friction of these different tubes is
variable; lubricating them is fraught
because then you lose control. It’s a
bad situation, it’s a difficult airway,
and you’re trying your best to get back
in. I don’t think there are any easy
ways. Material improvement might be

the way forward. If we can create air-
way exchange catheters with ex-
tremely low friction, maybe it’s going
to be easier.

Hagberg: You’re right: the diame-
ter of the exchange catheter related to
the tube diameter is very important.
That’s why you use a larger Cook cath-
eter on a known tube exchange, and
when it’s a trial extubation, I tend to
use the smaller diameter catheter.

Blank: With regard to CPAP post-
operatively, a number of potential ben-
efits have been identified. From a car-
diorespiratory standpoint, we know
that it can help improve LV systolic
function. Obviously for OSA patients,
it may be specifically indicated post-
operatively. There’s also a landmark
study from Squadrone et al4 that
showed that general surgery patients
were postoperatively randomized to
receive either CPAP or high-flow O2

via mask. There was a dramatic de-
crease in the risk of re-intubation in
the CPAP group. They attributed this
effect to atelectasis. We know that at-
electasis is a big problem in the OR.
A lot of anesthesiologists don’t always
appreciate it, but it occurs very quickly
under general anesthesia and may be
related to specific patient risk factors
like obesity but is also related to the
way we manage ventilation and oxy-
genation. CPAP may be indicated in a
lot of these high risk patients.

Napolitano: One comment about a
change that we made a couple of years
ago in the patient population you de-
scribed: known difficult airway, cuff-
leak test abnormal, we used to just
wait another day, wait another day,
and that really extends time of intu-
bation and mechanical ventilation.
Now, on the day of the abnormal cuff-
leak test, we will take a look via bron-
choscopy and look at the larynx, and
you can decide if it is edema and if the
tube is too large. You can really tell
and then make a plan and identify what
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needs to be done. I think that’s a prac-
tice that’s not used routinely.

Hagberg: You’re right, it’s not. I
think it may be more that way in the
future, especially with bronchoscopy;
it’s so easy to stick it in there.

Napolitano: Now it’s part of our dif-
ficult airway algorithm.

Collins: Clearly, these patients are
in step-down units or ICUs. In this
regard, you showed a very relevant
slide regarding physician and staff
communication in what are often open-
type units. It is probably logistically
difficult to determine who makes that
decision in such units. A classic situ-
ation would be the surgical team com-
ing in and saying “let’s extubate the

patient today.” I really appreciate that
slide and think it is an important point
to be made.

Hagberg: In my case, the one I de-
scribed was a double-lumen tube, and
I said, “We’re going to leave this pa-
tient intubated and just change to a
single-lumen tube,” and the surgeon
was hemming and hawing. The pa-
tient had to return for surgery the next
day! That’s communication, too; we
need to know the plan, and if we don’t
all talk to each other, we’re not going
to know what to do. So often with
handoffs in the ICUs, there’s miscom-
munication or noncommunication.
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